ILLUSTRATIONS FROM BASHAR WORKSHOPS
SOUL BLUEPRINT VISUAL AIDS

SOUL BLUEPRINT HISTORY

PAST
- GALACTIC - INTERDIMENSIONAL
  - NEGATIVES
  - POSITIVES
  - NEUTRALS
  - ORIONS
    - PARA-HUMANS
      - GREYS
  - SOLAR
  - MARS
  - EARTH
  - ANNUNAKI
    - ET DNA REPTILIAN
    - ET DNA HUMAN
  - GLOBAL
  - AFRICA - LEMURIA
  - ATLANTIS

CONTRACTION
  - SIRIUS
    - PLEIADES
      - ARCTURUS
      - HYBRIDS

PRESENT
- QUARANTINE PERIOD

MULTIPLE ASPECTS WORKING OUT "KARMIC" BLUEPRINTS VIA PRESENT EARTH CYCLE - QUARANTINE ENDS IN 2012.

ET CONTACT - BETWEEN 2015 & 2033

FUTURE
- GLOBAL
- SOLAR
- NEW HUMANS
- HYBRIDS
- CETACEANS & OTHERS

EXPANSION
- GALACTIC
- INTERDIMENSIONAL
ILLUSTRATIONS FROM BASHAR WORKSHOPS
SOUL BLUEPRINT VISUAL AIDS

REALITY GENERATION CIRCUIT

SOURCE

CONSCIOUSNESS (KNOWING SELF)

PERSONALITY PRISM (UNKNOWING SELF)

1. BELIEFS / DEFINITIONS
2. EMOTIONS / THOUGHTS
3. BEHAVIOR (ACTIONS / REACTIONS)
PERSONALITY PRISM

1. BELIEFS - DEFINITIONS
2. EMOTIONS - THOUGHTS
3. BEHAVIOR - ACTIONS / REACTIONS

BALANCE & HARMONY

IMBALANCE & CHAOS
SINGLE SOURCE TO MULTIPLE SOURCE FOUNDATION OF SOUL BLUEPRINT

- Individual Souls
- Oversouls
- All That Is

- Parallel Incarnational & Soul Group Connections
- Personal Themes & Expressions
- Timing & General Agreements
- Random Adaptations